To properly assess the impact of (cooperative) adaptive cruise control ACC (CACC), one has to model vehicle dynamics. First of all, one has to choose the car following model, as it determines the vehicle flow as vehicles accelerate from standstill or decelerate because of the obstacle ahead. The other factor significantly affecting the intersection throughput is the maximal vehicle acceleration rate.
Introduction and Background
Urban transportation is heading towards a crisis. According to the 2015 Urban Mobility Scorecard [37] , travel delays due to traffic congestion caused drivers to waste more than 3 billion gallons of fuel and kept travelers stuck in their cars for nearly 7 billion extra hours -42 hours per rush-hour commuter. The total nationwide price tag: $160 billion, or $960 per commuter. Almost two thirds of congestion in large cities (and more than 80% in smaller urban areas) occur on city streets.
Intersections are the major bottlenecks of the city road networks because an intersection's capacity is only a fraction of the vehicle flows that the streets connecting to the intersection can carry. Traditional way of controlling traffic on city streets is through adjusting signal timing. There is a substantial body of work addressing signal optimization. Tuning of cycle length is discussed in [22, 4] . Route prioritization through split adjustment is described in [38] . The max-pressure local feedback control policy that gives priority to movements with larger queues is also working with splits [45] . Bandwidth maximization through offsets problem was solved in different variations in [29, 27, 12, 32, 33, 13] . This work was analyzed and a new formulation relying on the concepts of relative offset and vehicle arrival functions together with an efficient computation technique was proposed in [17] . These results were extended in [8] to optimize energy consumption via signal offsets control and variable speed limits. A review of adaptive signal systems is given in [1] and Traffic-responsive Urban Control (TUC) strategy is described in [9] . There is also an active research on improving intersection performance by fully shifting the traffic control to vehicles [2, 3] . These approaches, however, are based on the assumption that all vehicles can communicate with each other, which at present is unrealistic.
It is argued in [25] that as a combination of efficient signal control, proper utilization of new vehicle technologies, multimodal transportation; and parking management. This paper presents an empirical study of how the existing technologies, such as adaptive cruise control (ACC), and the emerging technologies, such as cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) [28] , can mitigate the congestion problem on city streets by increasing the throughput of intersections, as vehicles equipped with ACC/CACC can travel closer to each other and even form platoons. Platoons were shown to improve freeway throughput [44] , and recently in [10] . In [26] the authors suggest that the saturation flow rates, and hence intersection capacity, can be [at least] doubled by platooning. However, that argument rests on the results of Point Queue modeling of signalized arterials, which do not take into account vehicle dynamics and car following behavior.
To better assess the impact of ACC and CACC vehicles on intersection throughput, one has to model car following behavior. The choice of the car following models largely determines the findings of of the ACC/CACC impact study. There is a variety of car following models. The list starts with the Reuschel [35] and Pipes [34] models, in which the speed changes instantaneously as a function of the distance to the leading vehicle. Another class of models, generally referred to as Gazis-Herman-Rothery (GHR) [7, 14] , 1 is where the acceleration depends on speed difference and the distance gap according to the power law and not influenced by the driver's own speed. These models are incomplete in the following sense: they can describe either free traffic or approach to standing obstacle, but not both. On the contrary, complete models describe all situations, including acceleration and cruising in free traffic, following other vehicles in stationary and non-stationary situations, and approaching slow or standing vehicles, and red lights [41] (Chapter 10).
The class of models, where the acceleration depends on speed difference with car in front and on the difference between the actual and the desired gap linearly, is attributed to Helly [18] . Helly modl is complete, and its linear nature makes it easy to understand and analyze. It was extensively studied, built upon and used for ACC/CACC modeling [39, 16, 43, 19, 42] .
Another example of a complete model is the Optimal Velocity Model (OVM) [5] . In OVM, acceleration depends only on the distance (but not on the speed difference) to the car in front: this distance determines the optimal speed, which the vehicle tries to hold. OVM is not always collision-free. Full Velocity Difference Model (FVDM) [20] extends OVM by adding the linear dependence on the speed difference with the car in front to the acceleration equation. Generally considered more realistic than OVM, in terms of acceleration values and the shock waves that it produces, FVDM suffers from the defect that it is not complete in the sense defined above. The reason is that the speed difference term does not depend on the gap between the vehicle and the car in front. Consequently, a slow vehicle triggers a significant deceleration of its follower even if it is miles away. Newell car following model [30, 31] , describes car-following behaviour based on the analysis of time-space trajectory, assuming that the time-space trajectory for two adjacent vehicles is essentially the same, except for the shift in time and space. For gaps smaller than desired and triangular fundamental diagram, the Newell model behaves the same OVM.
All the above mentioned models are heuristic -they attempt to describe vehicle flow based on observations and common sense. Gipps car following model [15] and the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [40] are similar to complete heuristic models in that they too are defined by their acceleration equations. In addition to that, they adhere the following principles: 1. the model is complete in the sense of the definition above; 2. the equilibrium gap to the car in front is no less than the safe distance computed as a sum of the minimal gap and the distance the car can travel during the period called reaction time;
3. deceleration increases and decreases smoothly under normal driving conditions, but can exceed "comfortable" level when the car in front is too close and too slow -to avoi collision; Finally, there is a category of car following models referred to as behavioral. These are Wiedemann [47, 48] and Fritzsche [11] models, implemented in PTV Vissim and Paramics simulators respectively. These two models are essentially hybrid systems, where guards between different modes of vehicle dynamics are thresholds for the speed difference and the distance to the car in front. Adjusting those guards changes driver behavior in the range from overly cautious to aggressive and from slow reactive to fast. In the Wiedemann and Fritzsche models, transitions between different driving modes are not necessarily smooth, as acceleration changes in a series of discrete transitions, which violates rule 4 of the first principles listed above. Designed to model human behavior and requiring complex tuning of the multitude of parameters, these models are generally not used for ACC/CACC.
In this paper we analyze three models -Gipps, IIDM and Helly -and assess the impact of ACC and CACC vehicles on the intersection throughput in the context of these models. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review Gipps model, IIDM and Helly model and analyze their properties in the context of signalized arterials. In Section 3, we derive the macroscopic models corresponding the three car following models in question. In Section 4, we investigate the impact of ACC-and CACC-enabled traffic on intersection throughput. In Section 5 we introduce the platoon model and evaluate ACC and CACC in terms of travel time and network throughput using SUMO simulation of the 4-mile stretch of Colorado Boulevard / Huntington Drive arterial with 13 signalized intersections in Arcadia, Southern California. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Analysis of Car Following Models
We start by introducing the notation that will be used in the car following model discussion. It is summarized in Table 1 together with the default parameter values that we will use in our experiments, unless stated otherwise.
Symbol Description Default value l
Vehicle length.
Time and the model time step. ∆t = 0.05 s.
Vehicle position.
Position of the vehicle in front, the leader.
Maximal admissible speed for the vehicle.
Speed of the leader. a(t)
Vehicle acceleration. a max
Maximal vehicle acceleration.
g(t)
Gap: distance from the front of the vehicle to the tail of the leader,
Minimal gap that is allowed between the vehicle and the leader.
Desired gap between the vehicle and the leader. τ Reaction time to decelerate for the vehicle to avoid collision with the leader. τ = 2.05 s.
θ(t)
Headway:
Vehicle flow: The state update equations for a car following model are:
where acceleration a(t) depends on the car following model -Gipps, IIDM and Helly -whose descriptions follow.
• Gipps model:
• IIDM:
δ1amax/a * (t)
, otherwise,
where • Helly model:
where α 1 and α 2 are some positive fixed parameters.
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In all three models, the equilibrium speed (a(t) = 0) is achieved with v(t) = v l (t) = v max and g(t) = g min + v(t)τ . In this case, equilibrium headway is:
Assuming default values from Table 1 , the length of the car l = 5 m, the speed limit v max = 20 m/s, the minimal gap g min = 4 m and the reaction time τ = 2.05 s, from (2.8) we get θ e = 2.5 s, 4 which translates to f e = 1/θ e = 0.4 vehicles per second, 24 vehicles per minute, or 1440 vehicles per hour. Now let us compare the behavior of these car following models in three experiments with intersections. In these experiments we will be using the parameter values from Table 1 , and specific IIDM and the Helly model parameters given in Table 2 . The initial condition at time t = 0 is that infinite number of vehicles are standing in the queue with the minimal gap between them. The light turns green, and vehicles are released. Figure 2 shows trajectories, speeds and accelerations of the first ten vehicles from the queue computed by the three car following models. The signal is located at position 0 indicated by the horizontal black line in 2 In the original descriptions of IDM and IIDM, parameter δ 1 at δ 1 = 2, but we believe, it does not have to be restricted to a given value. 3 Helly deterined that α 1 should be in the range [0.17, 1.3], and α 2 could be selected in the range
. 4 Empirical evidence suggests that 2.5 seconds is a typical headway observed in dense traffic on urban streets. the top three trajectory plots. The first vehicle is governed by the car following model just as everyone else, but its leader is infinitely far. From the acceleration and speed plots one can see that in the Gipps and the Helly models the first vehicle accelerates with maximal acceleration a max until reaching the maximal speed, at which point the acceleration instantaneously drops to 0. In the IIDM, the first vehicle accelerates with a * (t) from equation (2.5), approaching the maximal speed asymptotically.
Gipps

IIDM Helly
The most important for the intersection throughput assessment, however, is the traffic behavior at the stop bar -at the detector location indicated in Figure 1 . Figure 3 presents the point measurments obtained from this detector location, with each dot corresponding to a vehicle passing the detector. Flow (top left) is computed for a vehicle passing the detector based on the time passed after the previously detected vehicle, taken as a headway θ(t), which is then inverted (f (t) = 1/θ(t)) and converted to vehicles per hour (vph). The red horizontal line corresponds to the equilibrium flow, in our case -1440 vph, when vehicles move at maximal speed. Gap (top right) between vehicles as well as speed (bottom left) are monotonically increasing, while acceleration (bottom right) is monotonically decreasing.
As is evident from plots in Figure 3 , Gipps model produces rather aggressive car following pattern to the point that it manages to push through the intersection 26 vehicles per minute, two more than would pass through the intersecton in an equilibrium flow (24 vehicles per minute), while IIDM and Helly model push through 23 and 22 vehicles per minute respectively -see the middle row (free road ahead) of Table 3 . What is interesting about this observation, is that with the Gipps model one could argue that a signal would increase the road throughput by creating pulses in the vehicle flow, as the one in Figure 3 (top left). Moreover, the smaller the signal cycle, the bigger will be the throughput increase. This is counterintuitive and, likely, unrealistic. IIDM and Helly model can be tuned to behave more agressively by increasing their parameters δ 1 , δ 2 in IIDM and α 1 , α 2 in Helly. Neither of these two models, however, can reach the throughput result of Gipps.
Experiment with a red light downstream. Let us modify the experiment setup by introducing the second intersection downstream of the first one, where vehicles have to stop at the red light - Figure 4 depicts the modified configuration. In this experiment, the second intersection is 300 meters away from the first one. This distance is enough to hold 33 vehicles in the queue (see Table 1 for default values of the car length l and the minimal gap g min ), which is more than the most aggressive, Gipps, car following model can send in one minute.
It is important to note that if instead of any car following model we were using a Point Queue model with limited or unlimited queues, such as in [26] , we would be able to send as many vehicles through the first intersection, as our saturation flow setting would allow. In the case of our example, if we set the saturation flow to 24 vehicles per minute (equal to our equilibrium flow), after 1 minute of green light in the first intersection, 24 vehicles would be transferred from the first queue to the next, in front of the second intersection. The car following model, on the other hand, exhibits the braking effect that propagates back and reduces the vehicle flow though the first intersection. In the experiment with the red light downstream we study the impact of this braking effect on the throughput of the first intersection. Figure 5 shows trajectories, speeds and accelerations of the first ten vehicles from the queue computed by the three car following models. The first signal is at position 0 indicated by the horizontal black line in the top three trajectory plots, and the second signal is at position x s = 300. To make the first vehicle stop at x s , we place a "blocking vehicle" in front at position
with velocity v b = 0. Governed by the car following model, the first vehicle stops at position x s to maintain the minimal gap with this virtual "blocking vehicle". In our case, the first vehicle in the Gipps and the Helly models reaches the maximal speed before starting to brake. Moreover, in the Helly model the first vehicle continues with the maximal longer than in Gipps, allowing the second vehicle to almost reach the maximal speed, which then leads to prohibitively sharp deceleration jump. In contrast, in IIDM the first vehicle starts to brake earlier than in Gipps and Helly models, even before reaching the maximal speed, resulting in smooth speed curves.
Point measurements taken at the detector location, shown in Figure 4 , and presented in Figure 6 , indicate the reduction in flow through the first intersection as the result of the braking propagation. Gipps, IIDM and Helly models manage to send 22, 21 and 21 vehicles per minute respectively through the first intersection -see the middle row (red light ahead) of Table 3 . As before, the red horizontal line in the top left plot corresponds to the equilibrium flow, in our case -1440 vph, when vehicles move at maximal speed. These plots also indicate the reactiveness of the studied car following models: how fast the cars upstream react to Table 2 , Gipps model has the shortest reaction time, followed by IIDM and then, by Helly model.
Gipps
IIDM Helly
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Experiment with different accelerattion levels. Now, let us explore how throughput of the first intersection in our two previous experiments depends on the maximal acceleration a max . We repeat both experiments, with the free road and with the red light ahead, for three different values of a max : 0.8, 1.5 (our default) and 2.5 m/s 2 . Figure 7 presents the point measurements obtained from the detector location for the cases of free road (top) and red light downstream (bottom). Table 3 summarizes the throughput results for all the modelaccelertion-experiment combinations.
The main findings of this experiment are:
• with low a max and braking effect, Helly model produces larger throughput than IIDM, whereas generally the opposite is true;
• with low a max , IIDM and Helly model behave similarly; Figure 6 : Experiment with a red light ahead: comparison of point measurements of flow, distance to leader, speed and acceleration at the detector location between the three car following models.
• with high a max and braking effect, the all three models produce the same throughput;
• braking effect reduces the impact of a max parameter on throughput.
To perform a spacial analysis of the traffic flow shock wave propagation for different values of a max , we have to translate the car following behavior into a macroscopic model, which we do next.
Micro-to-Macro Translation
Macroscopic models describe traffic in terms of density, and speed. The road is divided into 1, . . . , N links, and the state of the system at time t is given by the density-speed pair {ρ i (t), V i (t)} N 1 . Table 4 contains the notation used in macro-modeling.
Vehicle density ρ i t) is computed from the gap between vehicles and the vehicle length: where notation g i (t) defines average gap between vehicles that are in link i at time t. Obviously,
Every time step, density values in each link are updated according to the conservation law:
where f i (t) = ρ i (t)V i (t), and the entering flow f 0 (t) is given.
The speed equation is derived from vehicle speed. For points (t, x) on the trajectory of a vehicle, we can write:
The change in position during one time step ∆t can be expressed by the first order Taylor expansion around (t, x):
At the same time, from the car following model we have:
Thus, we get:
which, after cancelling V (t, x) and dividing both sides of the equation by ∆t, yields:
Discretizing this equation in time and space, we can write:
and V 0 (t) = V 1 (t).
Thus, we obtain the speed equation:
Here a i (t) is defined by the car following model.
• For Gipps model, following (2.3), we have:
• For IIDM, following (2.4), we have:
, otherwise, (3.5)
where 6) while the actual gap, g i (t), and the desired gap, g d,i (t), can be expressed through density:
and
• For Helly model, following (2.7), we have: As an example, we reproduced the experiment with the red light ahead and the red light at the second intersection in the macroscopic environment. The road is split into 240 links, each with length l = 5 meters. The first signal is located at link 50. The initial condition is: The second signal with the red light is in link 110 (300 meters downstream of the first one), which translates into condition: 
Effect off ACC and CACC
We will now explore the impact of ACC and CACC vehicles on intersection throughput. To do that, we repeat two experiments described in Section 2 -the case of free road and the case of red light downstream -but this time, throwing ACC and CACC vehicles into the traffic mix. Values of car following parameters for ordinary, ACC-and CACC-enabled vehicles are given in Table 5 . As we can see, ACC and CACC vehicles can maintain shorter distances to the car in front.
Vehicle type
Reaction time τ (seconds) Minimal gap g min (meters) Ordinary 2.05 4 ACC-enabled 1.1 3 CACC-enabled 0.8 3 Table 5 : Values of reaction time τ and minimal gap g min for ordinary, ACC-and CACC-enabled vehicles.
We assume that the ACC vehicle has the same car following model as the ordinary one, just with different τ and g min . CACC vehicle behaves just as ACC, with ACC τ and g min , if it follows an ordinary vehicle, but if it has another CACC car in front, it assumes different car following behavior, which we call CACC car following model.
Denote a IIDM (t) the acceleration function defined by (2.4). Define constant-acceleration heuristic (CAH) acceleration function [41] (Chapter 11):
whereā l (t) = min {v l (t), a max } , 
As before, we run the free road and the red light downstream experiments using Gipps, IIDM and Helly car following models. For each of these models, we compute the intersection throughput, when portion of ACC (CACC) vehicles in the initial queue. Thus, we evaluate 72 cases, each defined by: (1) Table 5 , yilding 1440, 2400 and 3000 vehicles per hour respectively. In the flow and distance to leader plots, one can see how 50% ACC curves jump between the no ACC and 100% ACC curves -for ordinary vehicles it is similar to the no ACC curve, and for an ACC vehicle it is similar to 100% ACC curve. 50% CACC curves in the same plots jump between three curves -no ACC, 100% ACC and 10% CACC. This is because a CACC vehicle following an ordinary one behaves like ACC vehicle.
For a given ACC (CACC) penetration rate less than 100%, the intersection throughput is sensitive to the distribution of ACC (CACC) vehicles in the initial queue. For example, if 25% all vehicles in the initial queue are ACC-enabled, and all of them are concentrated at the head of the queue, we would get higher vehicle count at the detector location after one minute, than we would with 50% ACC penetration rate when all ACC-enabled vehicles are concentrated at the tail of the queue. In another example, 50% CACC penetration rate would not produce any gain over 50% ACC penetration rate, if ordinary and ACC/CACC vehicles interleave -one ordinary, one ACC/CACC, one ordinary, and so on -since CACC provides benefit over ACC in terms of throughput only when some CACC vehicles have other CACC vehicles directly in front.
To mitigate this ACC (CACC) distribution bias, for each of the cases with ACC (CACC) penetration rate less than 100%, we run 100 one-minute simulations of the three car following models and record vehicle counts at the detector location, then take the median vehicle count. For 100% penetration rate the ACC (CACC) distribution is trivial, and hence, a single simulation for each case is enough. The intersection throughput results for all the 72 cases, together with throughput values from Table 3 obtained for 0 ACC (CACC) penetration rate, are presented at the four plots in Figure 11 . Note that in each of the four plots in Figure 11 , in addition to the three curves corresponding to car following models, there is a curve corresponding to the equilibrium traffic flow. These equilibrium curves are computed as follows. Denote λ ∈ [0, 1] a portion of ACC (CACC) vehicles in the initial queue; τ [C]ACC and g [C] ACC min the reaction time and minimal gap for ACC (CACC) vehicles, whose values are given in Table 5 . The average headway in the equilibrium state is obtained by modifying expression (2.8):
Then, the equilibrium flow in vehicles per minute is given by:
This formula is sufficient for the case when there is a free road ahead. In the case of the red light downstream, however, we are restricted by the capacity of the link connecting the two intersections. To account for that, we modify (4.4) accordingly:
where ∆ is the length of the link between the two intersections, and k is the number of lanes in that link. In our experiment, ∆ = 300, and k = 1.
Platoons on Road Network
Vehicles equipped with CACC technology can communicate with one another to form platoons. These platoons increase the throughput of intersections by decreasing headways between successive vehicles. In simulation, platoon management and formation is divided into three phases: 1) Identifying vehicles that can be grouped into platoons 2) Adjusting parameters of leaders and followers in platoons 3) performing maintenance on the platoon. This hierarchy is modeled by the state machine in Figure 12 .
Leader \ Normal Behavior In order to form a platoon, vehicles must be in sequence with one another on a given lane. However, the vehicles need not share the same final destination and are free to switch lanes or leave the platoon if necessary.
All leading vehicles of a platoon have the same properties as vehicles equipped with ACC. If a lone CACC vehicle or the leader of a platoon comes into range of another CACC vehicle, they form a new platoon and become the follower; the vehicle in front of them becomes the new leader. Followers in the platoon have reduced headways and travel much closer to one another than standard vehicles. In addition, followers are able to receive information from the leader, such as to accelerate after a green light at an intersection or to decelerate approaching a red light downstream.
Since followers are not bound to the same route as the leader of the platoon, they are free to separate. After leaving the platoon, the headway and acceleration parameters are restored to their original values. This can happen for example when the follower changes its route or becomes separated from the rest of platoon such as when a non-CACC vehicle enters between two vehicles in a platoon or if a platoon is forced to divide by a switching traffic signal as it crosses the intersection. 
Conclusion
Analysis of the Gipps, IIDM and Helly car following models shows that:
• Theoretical bound on intersection throughput defined by the equilibrium flow may be exceeded in the case of accelerating traffic -slower speed is compensated by a larger traffic density.
• Gipps model exhibits too aggressive acceleration behavior, and, if used for estimation of intersection throughput, may produce unrealistically high vehicle counts, which, in the case of free road downstream, exceed the theoretical bound.
• Helly model produces deceleration profile that is unacceptable for drivers and passengers, which makes it not suitable for quantitative assessment of intersection throughput.
• Acceleration of IIDM is more gradual than that of Gipps, and deceleration is more gentle than that of both Gipps and Helly. IIDM suits better for the analysis of ACC/CACC impact on the arterial throughput than the other two models.
Presence of ACC-enabled vehicles in the traffic increases the intersection throughput and improves travel time. The impact of CACC-enabled vehicles that can form platoons largely depends on how vehicles are ordered in the traffic stream: CACC vehicles forming a sequence can increase the flow through intersection significantly more than can be achieved with pure ACC vehicles; while CACC vehicles interleaved with ordinary ones have the same effect as pure ACC vehicles.
Ordering of vehicles matters not only in the presence of CACC, but even just ACC vehicles. Grouped closer to the head of the queue ACC (CACC) vehicles increase the intersection throughput more than if they were in the queue's tail.
